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A Reconfigurable All-Textile Wearable UWB Antenna
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Abstract—In this work a reconfigurable Ultra Wide Band (UWB) antenna for Wireless Body Area
Network (WBAN) is presented. The antenna is completely composed of fabric materials and is able to
switch its topology from a monopole-like structure (for on-body communications) to a microstrip-like
structure (for off-body communications) maintaining UWB characteristic stable both on body and in
free-space. This antenna presents good radiation properties in both configurations. In order to describe
its time domain and frequency domain behavior, a System Fidelity Factor (SFF) analysis has been done
for both topologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

All-textile Ultra Wide Band (UWB) antennas are becoming more and more attractive for on-body short
range communication systems like wearable computing, sensor monitoring, health-care assistance, and
in general for Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) applications [1, 2]. Because of the easy integration
in clothes, they permit to achieve comfortable wearability together with a robust assembly with the
electronic circuitries for sensing, communications, wireless power transfer or energy harvesting [3, 4].
On the other hand, wearable antennas suffer from the coupling with the human body which may absorb
a large part of the radiated electromagnetic field causing the mismatch of the antenna, reduction of
efficiency, alteration of radiation pattern with respect to free space condition in addition to potential
health risks in case of exposure for prolonged periods of time. For these reasons, planar shaped antennas
are preferred because of the easy collocation on the human body while the use of a ground plane
strongly reduces the absorption of energy in the body. Resorting to substrate integrated waveguide
(SIW) technology the antennas shown in [3] and [5] achieve intrinsic shielding and stable characteristics
in proximity of the human body even though the antennas are not UWB but narrow band or multiband.

The class of microstrip-like antennas instead [6–9], provided with full ground plane, allows low
body-antenna interactions and is a good candidate for off-body communications in UWB-WBAN typical
topology [1] thanks to its characteristics of directivity and good efficiency. The intrinsic drawback of
this class of antennas is the narrow bandwidth based on resonance phenomena. Nevertheless, using
suitable modifications and design shrewdness it is possible to extend the bandwidth to cover the entire
FCC band. A first class of design methods consists in modifying the antenna geometry with a number of
sub-structures having different resonant frequencies that partially overlap over the whole UWB. This is
the case of [6] where folded parts and slots bring more resonances in the radiating patch while parasitic
patches surrounding a shaped active one are used in [7], and a shaped multi-slot patch, instead, is
proposed in [8]. Another design method concerns the use of a planar monopole combined with a
reflector and a ground plane that permit to achieve unidirectional radiation pattern preserving the
UWB bandwidth and shielding the human body [9].

The dipole-like family of wearable UWB antennas has the advantage of better yield in terms of
time-domain performance [10] (e.g., the group delay and the so called System Fidelity Factor) with
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respect to multi-resonating antennas because a thick dipole (or monopole) is an intrinsic broadband
antenna [11, 12]. Wide bandwidths, in fact, can be achieved with planar monopole antenna topology;
therefore, it is frequently used in UWB communication systems. A recurrent design method is based
on a flat monopole having various shapes fed by a microstrip line or a Coplanar Wave (CPW) line, e.g.,
circular disk [12], tapered triangular [13], and tapered slot [14]. An alternative design exploits the 3-D
dimensions to develop compact broad band antennas like that based on a 3-D slot-loaded folded dipole
shown in [15].

Despite the compact size typical of these antennas they have reasonable radiation performance and
are frequently realized using rigid substrate, but better integration onto clothing has been obtained using
flexible substrate [14, 16–19]. A limitation of flat monopole antennas is the alteration of the radiation
diagram and impedance matching when they are worn, in particular for lying parallel to the surface of
the body since in that collocation the antenna strongly feels the interaction of the electromagnetic field
with the body.

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated in [20] that a proper choice of the radiation pattern
and polarization of the transmitting and receiving antennas for the different body locations permits to
optimize the WBAN system performance in terms of transmitted power and bit error rate. For on-body
communications, it should be favourable to have the radiation pattern omnidirectional in the plane
of the body while the polarization is vertical with respect to it. A monopole orthogonal to the body
surface with a large ground plane is, evidently, a good candidate for this type of systems. In the case
of off-body communications instead, unidirectional antennas are preferable because of the increased
directivity while the use of a ground plane limits the losses in the body. Nevertheless, other interesting
scenarios are possible.

In this work, we present an all-textile UWB wearable antenna for WBAN that allows to
be reconfigured changing from a monopole-like shape to a microstrip-like shape. The change of
configuration is simply obtained by raising and lowering a textile flap that contains the main radiating
part of the antenna. It behaves like a monopole when being arranged orthogonally to the ground plane
and like a microstrip patch when being placed parallel to the ground. In both configurations, the antenna
preserves the UWB bandwidth while the radiation pattern changes according to the specific shape:
omnidirectional and unidirectional in the cases of monopole and microstrip configurations, respectively.

The proposed antenna has been conceived to be used with a device that can switch between a tag
mode and sensor mode. In tag mode, the flapping monopole acts as a UWB tag for localization and
tracking of personnel, being omnidirectional. In sensor mode, the microstrip-like topology is a part of
the air interface of wearable active and passive health sensors that exchange data with an interrogator,
away from the body, under the user control.

Section 2 reports the structure of the antenna and the materials used for its realization. Section 3
shows the design method while Section 4 shows numerical results. In Section 5, measurement results of
the antenna in free space and on-body conditions are reported. Finally, some conclusions are reported
in Section 6.

2. ANTENNA STRUCTURE AND MATERIALS

The antenna is composed of four layers, a schema of the stratigraphy is shown in Fig. 1. From top to
bottom, the first layer is made of conductive fabric, which consists of a CPW line that feeds a circular
disk attached over a flapping layer. The flapping part can be rotated around a textile hinge orthogonal
to the CPW line in order to accomplish both the monopole and microstrip topologies. A part of the
ground plane is removed to house the flap when it lays down parallel to the ground in the microstrip
topology.

The second layer is made of a textile fabric having thickness hu, and this layer holds a reflector on
the bottom side made of conductive fabric and connected to the ground of the CPW line. The reflector
has the main function of matching the antenna’s impedance in the microstrip topology; nevertheless, it
also affects the radiation pattern as will be shown later. The third layer is made of textile fabric with
thickness hd while the last layer is a reflecting ground made of conductive fabric.

The drawing of the antenna functioning as a monopole is shown in Fig. 2(a), while the microstrip-
like configuration is shown in Fig. 2(b). Table 1 reports the corresponding dimensions in millimeters.
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Figure 1. Schema of the side view of the antenna.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Antenna’s drawings: (a) monopole configuration; (b) microstrip-like configuration.

Table 1. Optimized geometrical values of antenna parts.

W L Ww Lw Wf Lf r hu hd

90 90 87 42 40 40 18.3 0.6 4.8

The used conductive textile material is the ShieldIt Super which has surface resistivity less than
0.07 Ohm/sq and is 0.17 mm thick [21]. Different textile fabrics can be used for the two dielectric
layers, and we have designed and experimented two different setups: the first uses denim for the first
layer and felt for the second one; the other setup, instead, uses denim for both layers. Simulation and
experimental measurements have shown similar results in terms of bandwidth and radiation patterns
once the thickness and antenna’s dimensions have been optimized. Nevertheless, the use of felt makes the
antenna more prone to deformations and mechanical instability (e.g., disjunction of connector) because
the felt is softer than denim so that we prefer to use the second setup, and we refer to it from now on.
The dielectric properties of the used denim are extrapolated using the ring resonator technique [22]: its
dielectric constant and loss tangent values are, respectively, 1.43 and 0.036, measured at 5 GHz. For the
first layer, we use a denim fabric having thickness 0.6 mm, and the thickness of the fourth layer (hd),
instead, is a parameter to be optimized since it affects the behavior of the antenna, in particular the
gain.

To realize the optimized thickness, more fabrics have been sewn on top of each other. The flapping
part that allows the change from one topology to the other has been made with denim fabric 0.6 mm
thick and with a small prism of very light foam. The prism of foam has dielectric constant very close to
one and serves to support the flap in the upright position. It acts, in fact, as a spring that is compressed
with thin thickness in the case of microstrip-like configuration instead, and it splays and supports, in
an almost orthogonal position, the flap in the case of monopole configuration.

3. ANTENNA DESIGN

The design of the antenna has been performed subdividing the task into two almost independent parts:
one for monopole topology and one for microstrip topology. In fact, the design of microstrip topology is
subsequent to that of the monopole that remains invariant apart from the lying. The electromagnetic
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analysis has been performed with Ansys HFFS [23] while the optimization of the design of the structures
of the antenna has been performed with a genetic algorithm.

3.1. Monopole Topology

A circular disk orthogonal to a ground plane is an intrinsic broadband radiating structure. When it is
CPW-fed the main parameters to optimize the bandwidth are the radius r of the disk that limits the
lower frequency of the band, the gap g from the ground plane that has most effects at higher frequencies,
and the width of the ground plane W . Since the increase of the size of ground plane gives negligible
effects on the monopole behavior after a certain size while it is an important design parameter for the
microstrip topology, we do not consider it as a design parameter of the monopole and assume that it
is large enough to not affect the monopole behaviour. The dimension W is determined in the design
phase of the microstrip topology making a check of the behavior of the monopole a-posteriori.

Since the fabric in the nearness of the hinge of the flap is subjected to bulge when the flap
commutates between monopole and microstrip configurations, the gap g might be slightly variable. As
a consequence, the bandwidth may become unstable changing every time the flap moves. To avoid that
drawback, we introduce, in the design of the monopole, a couple of thin strips connected orthogonally
to the feed line and placed at the intersection point between the disk and the coplanar line. That
structure makes the impedance matching of the monopole insensitive to possible variations of the gap
but introduces an upper limit to the bandwidth. The length Ls of the strips is the main design parameter
that determines the upper frequency, and Fig. 3 shows the details of the structure.

Figure 3. Geometric details of monopole disk.

The impedance matching of the monopole is independent from the shape and extension of the
ground plane opposite to the driven line, i.e., the part of ground plane without the CPW line in
Fig. 2(a). For that reason, the part of the ground plane behind the monopole is free to be modified and
can host the microstrip part of the antenna. Nevertheless, the radiating characteristics feel the absence
of that part of ground plane mainly at lower frequencies, so a floating ground plane is introduced at
the bottom side of fourth layer in order to compensate the lack of that part of CPW ground and to
improve the shielding of the body from the electromagnetic field.

Table 1 shows the optimized values (mm) of the main design parameters in order to achieve the
UWB bandwidth.

3.2. Microstrip Topology

When the denim flap, which contains the radiator disk, is put parallel to the substrate over the
CPW ground plane, the input impedance mismatches at some frequency sub-bands. To obtain the
UWB bandwidth without changing the geometry of the monopole, the coplanar ground plane has been
narrowed along the sides of the substrate in the part opposite to the driven line (Fig. 2(b)), extended
to the back of the top substrate and connected to a shaped reflector that behaves like a broad band
matching structure (Fig. 1.) The reflecting structure is placed at the interface between two textile
substrates that have suitable thickness. The thickness (hu) of the first substrate is kept constant while
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the thickness of the second substrate (hd) has been optimized in order to increase the gain of the antenna
in that topology.

The geometry of reflector is shown in Fig. 4, and it consists of a main part having the shape of
two opposite triangles (like a bowtie) which are connected together by means of a broad line. The line
has two large strips orthogonal to its axis and is connected to the coplanar ground plane. The main
design parameters that permit the UWB impedance matching are the lengths of the height h and base
b of the triangles, the width ws and length ls of the strips, the position dp of the strips, and the length
lp of the line. The dimensions of these parameters (mm, Table 2) have been obtained by means of
an optimization having the objective to enlarge the bandwidth as much as possible. That shaping of
the reflector permits to achieve a UWB bandwidth apart from some frequencies where the reflection
coefficient exceeds the −10 dB threshold. To flat the exceeding parts, we punch each triangle with four
scaled triangular slots that form a Sierpinsky-like structure. The dimensions of the slots have been
obtained after an optimization aimed to flat the reflection coefficient.

Figure 4. Geometric details of shaped reflector.

Table 2. Optimized geometrical dimensions of the reflector parts.

g Ls h b ws ls dp lp
0.9 5 34 18.6 9.5 34.3 6.4 16.8

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The optimization of the antenna model and the analysis of its behavior in each topology have been
performed in free-space, while an a-posteriori check has been performed to test the antenna on
body. For on-body simulations, we use an equivalent homogeneous body model [26, 27] having volume
130× 120× 44 mm3 and simulating a muscle tissue with relative dielectric constant 50 and conductivity
3 S/m. For both topologies, the antenna is centered above the tissue model at a distance of 10 mm that
approximates the presence of clothes on the body. Because of the ground plane, simulation results show
that the antenna is insensitive to the body so that the behaviors in terms of reflection coefficient and
radiation pattern do not change significantly with or without the body.

Since the design of the monopole topology does not require particular efforts, we report the obtained
results in terms of reflection coefficient and radiation pattern without the description of the evolution
of the design. The microstrip-like topology instead requires more design steps and electromagnetic
shrewdness; therefore, we report intermediate results in order to give an in-depth description of the
evolution of the design.

4.1. Reflection Coefficient

The reflection coefficient of the monopole antenna is shown in Fig. 5. Practically, it is insensitive to
the floating ground plane. Fig. 6 shows the reflection coefficient for different lengths (Ls) of the strips
placed near the radiating disk. The upper limit of the frequency band is sensitive to the length of the
strips, and in particular the upper limit decreases if the length of the strip is increased. For the selected
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Figure 5. Reflection coefficient of the monopole-
like antenna: comparison between the final
version of the antenna and the final version of the
antenna without floating ground plane.

Figure 6. Reflection coefficient of the monopole
topology for different lengths of the strips.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Design steps of the microstrip-like antenna (radiating disk hidden): (a) the radiating disk
lies over a rectangular aperture of the CPW ground; (b) shaped reflector connected to ground; (c) final
structure with punched reflector.

Figure 8. Evolution of the reflection coefficient
of the microstrip-like antenna for the design steps
shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 9. Reflection coefficient of the microstrip-
like antenna for different lengths of the strips near
the radiating disk.

length, we obtain a UWB impedance matching larger than the FCC regulations: from 1.82 GHz to
12.55 GHz.

The steps of the design procedure of the microstrip-like antenna are shown in Fig. 7. The first step
(Fig. 7(a)) considers the radiating disk, designed for the monopole topology, which is lying over the
denim substrate inside a rectangular aperture of the coplanar ground that forms a frame along the sides
of the substrate. The corresponding reflection coefficient shown in Fig. 8 (dotted line) shows two useful
bands: one around 4 GHz and the other from about 6 to 10 GHz. The second step introduces, inside the
aperture and in the bottom side of the substrate, a reflector having the shape of a bowtie (Fig. 7(b)).
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Several alternative shapes have been simulated obtaining a reflection coefficient worse than the case
without the reflector (first step). Instead, the bowtie-shaped reflector permits to improve the matching
even though the reflection coefficient is larger than the threshold −10 dB over some narrow sub-bands
(dashed dotted line in Fig. 8). The third step introduces a set of slots punched on the reflector, and the
effect of the slots permits to match the antenna over the full band from 2.98 GHz to 12.57 GHz. Finally,
the variation of the reflection coefficient because of the change of the length of the strips (Ls) on the
radiating disk is shown in Fig. 9. Similar to the monopole topology, the increase of the length of the
strips makes the upper frequency of the band smaller.

4.2. Radiation Pattern

The 3-D gain patterns of the optimized monopole and microstrip-like topologies together with the
corresponding current density over the main radiator are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.
The gain patterns on (z-x) plane (i.e., φ = 0◦) of the optimized antennas are shown in Fig. 12 for (a)
monopole (b) microstrip topologies, at three different frequencies (4.2 GHz, 6.6 GHz, 9.6 GHz). The
monopole patterns are almost omnidirectional at lower frequencies while the microstrip-like patterns
show higher gain values at slant directions. Figs. 13(a) and (b) show the gain patterns on a plane parallel
to (z-y) (i.e., φ = 130◦) for (a) monopole and (b) microstrip-like topologies, respectively. Fig. 14 shows
the variation of the maximum gain vs. frequency, and it oscillates between 2 dB and 6 dB in the case of
(a) monopole, and between 2 dB and 8dB for (b) microstrip topologies.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) 3-D gain patterns and (b) corresponding current distribution for monopole topology at
three different frequencies.

For microstrip-like topology, the main component contributing to the total gain is the θ component
apart from three narrow sub-bands near 4 GHz, 6.3 GHz, and 7.8 GHz. This means that single
polarization across the most part of UWB is obtained. In monopole-like topology, instead, both θ
and φ components of the gain contribute to the total gain apart from four narrow sub-bands where the
θ component is dominant.

The effect of the thickness of the substrates has been analysed and shown in Fig. 15–Fig. 17. It is
possible to observe that only the thickness of the second substrate has an important effect on the gain
of microstrip topology especially at lower frequencies (Fig. 17). The thickness of hd = 4.8 mm has been
chosen because it gives a good trade-off between low and high frequencies.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. (a) 3-D gain patterns and (b) corresponding current distribution for microstrip-like topology
at three different frequencies.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Gain patterns for (a) monopole and (b) microstrip-like topologies at three different
frequencies (continuous line @ 4.2 GHz, dashed line @ 6.6 GHz and dotted line @ 9.6 GHz). Cutting
plane (z-x).

4.3. System Fidelity Factor Analysis

In order to estimate the goodness of the designed antennas, we simulate the System Fidelity Factor
(SFF) in agreement with the procedure [10] that defines the normalized cross-correlation between a
transmitted UWB pulse T̂S(t) and its received version R̂S(t + τ):

0 ≤ SFF = max
∫ +∞

−∞
T̂S(t)R̂S(t + τ)dt ≤ 1 (1)

The SFF value strongly depends on the system transfer function H(ω), defined as:

H(ω) = HTxHCHHRx (2)

where HTx, HCH , and HRx are respectively the transmitting antenna transfer function, channel transfer
function, and receiving antenna transfer function. The used SFF scenario consists of two equal antennas
(i.e., same topology) placed at a distance of 0.5 m, and one is stationary while the other is rotating
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. Gain patterns for (a) monopole and (b) microstrip-like topologies at three different
frequencies (continuous line @ 4.2 GHz, dashed line @ 6.6 GHz and dotted line @ 9.6 GHz). Cutting
plane parallel to (z-y).

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Maximum gain vs. frequency for (a) monopole and (b) microstrip topologies. Continuous
line total gain; dash-dotted and dashed lines φ and θ components, respectively.

Figure 15. Maximum gain vs. frequency in case
of monopole topology for different thickness of
second substrate.

Figure 16. Maximum gain vs. frequency in case
of monopole topology for different thickness of
first substrate.

around the axis orthogonal to the direction of maximum radiation. A sine-modulated Gaussian pulse
is transmitted from the stationary antenna

Ts(t) = e−((t−a·τ)/τ)2 · sin (2πfr · (t − a · τ)) (3)

with τ = 210 ns, a = 3, fr = 4.5 GHz.
The results of this analysis give the SFF for different angles of rotation, and it is shown in Fig. 19

for both topologies. For the microstrip-like topology, the SFF value is between 0.39 (at ±145◦ rotation
angle) and 0.77 (at ±35◦ rotation angle), while for the monopole topology, the SFF value is between
0.52 (at 0◦ rotation angle) and 0.9 (at ±65◦ rotation angle).
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Figure 17. Maximum gain vs. frequency in case
of microstrip-like topology for different thickness
of second substrate.

Figure 18. Maximum gain vs. frequency in case
of microstrip-like topology for different thickness
of the first substrate.

(a) (b)

Figure 19. Simulated system fidelity factor results: (a) microstrip-like topology; (b) monopole
topology.

5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The realized prototype antenna is hand-made, and all conductive parts are fixed to the fabric substrates
by ironing, while the SMA connector is soldered. A picture of the realized antenna is shown in Fig. 20.
The measurements of the reflection coefficient have been performed with Anritsu MS46122B vector
network analyzer.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20. Realized prototype antenna: (a) monopole configuration; (b) microstrip configuration; (c)
underlying shaped reflector.
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5.1. Reflection Coefficient

Reflection coefficient measurements have been performed in a laboratory environment with the antenna
placed over a hollow cardboard box and, for on-body measurement, over a phantom, far from scattering
objects. The phantom has been realized with a very thin plastic box filled with a solution of distilled
water and 0.9% sodium chloride. Additional measurements with the antenna placed on an arm and on
the chest of a volunteer have been performed.

The reflection coefficient of the antenna alone and on phantom together with the corresponding
simulated result is shown in Fig. 21 for monopole topology and Fig. 22 for microstrip topology.

The measured reflection coefficient of monopole configuration has a −10 dB bandwidth from
2.62 GHz to 10.1 GHz apart from a slight impedance mismatching near 3GHz where it is −9 dB
for a sub-band of about 30 MHz. The measured bandwidth for microstrip-like topology spans from
2.73 GHz to 10.1 GHz with a slight mismatch for sub-band of about 35 MHz near 5 GHz. For both
configurations, negligible differences are visible between the alone and on-body measurements. In
comparison with simulated results, the measured bandwidths have the upper limit about 1.5 GHz lower
than the simulated one. That difference is mainly dependent on the manufacturing inaccuracy of the
hand-made prototype: since the reduction of the bandwidth is at higher frequency and has the same
value for both configurations, it depends on a part of the antenna common to both configurations. After
some checks, we have found that it depends on the quality of the soldering of the connector that has
main effects at higher frequencies. The behavior of the monopole configuration does not change for
slant positions of the flapping part (i.e., the monopole is not exactly orthogonal to the ground plane).
Furthermore, the whole behavior of the antenna does not change for moderate bending of its structure.

Figure 21. Measured reflection coefficient
of monopole topology for the antenna alone
(continuous line), on phantom (dashed) and
simulated (dash-dotted).

Figure 22. Measured reflection coefficient
of microstrip topology for the antenna alone
(continuous line), on phantom (dashed) and
simulated (dash-dotted).

(a) (b)

Figure 23. On-body measurement set-up for both antenna topologies: (a) antenna on an arm; (b)
antenna on the chest.
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Figure 24. On-body measured reflection
coefficient for monopole topology.

Figure 25. On-body measured reflection
coefficient for microstrip-like topology.

Fig. 23 shows the antenna worn on the chest and on an arm where it is moderately bent, and the
corresponding reflection coefficients for the two antenna configurations do not change significantly as
shown in Fig. 24 and Fig. 25.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A UWB wearable all-textile antenna able to be reconfigured between a monopole and a microstrip-like
antenna has been proposed and discussed. It is based on a circular radiating disk that works as a
monopole when being placed orthogonally to a ground plane and as a microstrip patch when it is lying
parallel to a modified ground plane. Numerical analysis shows that both topologies have satisfactory
UWB characteristic with bandwidth compliant with FCC regulation and a fair system fidelity factor
that allows the antenna as an air interface for wearable sensors and short range communication devices.
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